Abstract. Our aim in this paper is to study the concept of stability for acts over monoids and in the process develop connections with flatness properties of acts and with some of the current techniques and construction used in the homological classification of monoids. We also present new proofs of some results relating to torsion free acts over monoids and to the embeddability of semigroup amalgams.
right U act and Y a left U act. Then : : :
x n 1 v n 1 h x n u n u n y n h v n y H x n v n h x H where u 1 ; : : : ; u n ; v 1 ; : : : ; v n P U; x 1 ; : : : ; x n P X; y 2 ; : : : ; y n P Y . From now We say that a semigroup U is right reversible if any two principal left ideals intersect and that U is left collapsible if for all u; v P U , there exists s P U with su h sv. Notice that if U is left collapsible then U is right reversible.
If f : X 3 Y is a right U monomorphism, we can define a right U congruence on Y by f h .im. f / ¢im. f // 1 Y . The quotient Y = f is denoted by Y = X and referred to as the Rees quotient of Y by X and the element y f is denoted by y.
A strong connection between flatness and stability is provided by the following result. 
If Y= X is flat then U is right reversible and f is stable, 2. if Y is flat, U is right reversible and f is stable then Y= X is flat.
Note that flatness of Y is needed in (2) . To see this, note that given any right U act X we have that X 3 X X h Y is pure and hence stable and if Y= X is flat then it follows that X is flat. So if flatness was not needed in (2) then we would be able to deduce the contradictory statement that 'every right reversible monoid is right absolutely flat'. Notice also that if U is right absolutely flat then every right U monomorphism is stable.
Let X be a left U act and define a U congruence on X by x $ y if and only if either x h y or there exists x 1 ; : : : ; x n P X; u 1 ; : : : ; u n ; v 1 ; : : : ; v n P U with x h u 1 x 1 ; v 1 x 1 h u 2 x 2 ; : : : ; v n x n h y: We say that x is connected to y if x $ y. Notice that U is right reversible if and only if for all u; v P U; u $ v in U u U v. We say that a right U act F is free if it is isomorphic to a disjoint union of copies of U . A right U act P is said to be projective if for all right U epimorphisms : A 3 B and all right U maps : P 3 B there exists a right U map : P 3 A such that the diagram A great deal of work has been done in recent years to determine when one of these properties implies an other. See [1] for a useful survey of many of the main results in this area and [8] for a more comprehensive treatment.
The following elementary property of pushouts is easy to prove and shall be used on a number of occasions without reference. We refer the reader to [6, 10] for basic definitions and results concerning semigroup and monoid amalgams.
Flatness and stability.
Let A be a sub-act of a right U act B. In [9] We shall use this fact later without reference.
We now deduce a 'weak' version of Lemma 2.1 which first appeared in the author's PhD thesis but we include the proof here for completeness. Proof. For simplicity, we assume that f is an inclusion map. Let I be a left ideal of U and consider the maps
It is not too hard to check that these maps are all well-defined, that ; and are surjections and that is a bijection. We therefore have a commutative diagram
It is also not too hard to check that 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is thus complete.
Notice that the proof of the above result also allows us to deduce Later we shall consider similar results for the other flatness conditions mentioned earlier but for now we wish to study the connections between (weak) stability and (weak) flatness in more detail. Let f : X 3 Y be a right U monomorphism and consider the following pushout diagram.
We shall also make use of this diagram in later sections. Notice that if .y/ h .y H / in P then y h y H h f .x/ for some x P X . It may be useful to view P pictorially as the union of two copies of Y amalgamating X . The flat case of the next result was proved in [13] , the proof of the weakly flat and principally weakly flat cases are similar and are left to the reader. Recall [10] that a right U monomorphism is said to be perfect if f is right pure and Y is right flat. It follows that if f is perfect then so is and . Perfect monomorphisms were essentially introduced by Hall [3] and later recast in terms of acts and tensor products by Howie [5] . They are closely connected with embeddability of semigroup amalgams.
In the case Y h U and X h J , a proper right ideal of U , the pushout is sometimes denoted by A.J / (see [1] ). So we see that A.J / is flat (equivalently weakly or principally weakly flat) if and only if for all j P J; j P J j. In this case, Theorem 3.13 has a number of interesting applications in the homological classification of monoids. We provide in Section 6 a number of similar results for some of the other flatness conditions that appear in that area. 4. Stable and unitary monomorphisms. We introduce five more properties of U monomorphisms related to stability and consider similar questions to those above. These properties have been used in the past in connection with semigroup amalgams or with homological classification techniques.
Let f : X 3 Y be a right U monomorphism. We shall say that f is unitary if y P im. f / whenever yu P im. f / and u P U . It is not too hard to deduce that if f is unitary then f is (right) pure and hence stable.
In some respects the unitary property can be viewed as a kind of "strong stability", an observation that is strengthened by Theorem 6.1 below. Consider now the following related properties.
P-unitary:
In [10] , the author defined the concept of quasi-unitary subsemigroups (a generalisation of Howie's almost unitary condition) and provided a connection with this property and amalgamation. We generalise this concept here by defining
Finally, we shall say that a right U monomorphism f : X 3 Y is c-unitary if y P im. f / whenever yu P im. f / with u right cancellative.
Clearly unitary implies P-unitary implies E-unitary. Note that the implications are in general strict: let G be a group and let U h G 0 . Let X h fxg; Y h fx; yg and define a U act structure on Y by zg h z; z0 h x for all z P Y and all g P G. Then X is a subact of Y such that X 3 Y is P-unitary but not unitary. Moreover the natural inclusion X X 3 Y Y is E-unitary but not P-unitary. Notice that if X 3 Y is P-unitary but not unitary then X contains a fixed point. Later we shall see that P-unitary is related to property .P/ while E-unitary to property .E/.
Theorem 4.1 If f : X 3 Y is a right P-unitary U monomorphism then f is quasi-unitary.
Proof. If f is in fact unitary then we can take h 1 Y and the result is trivial. Otherwise, there exists y 0 P Y nX and u 0 P U with y 0 u 0 h f .x 0 / P im. f / and x 0 is unique with respect to this property. Notice that x 0 is then a fixed point in X . In this case define
It is straightforward to check that satisfies the required properties.
The proof in fact shows that f splits.
Theorem 4.2 Let U be a left reversible monoid and suppose that f : X 3 Y is E-unitary. Then f is quasi-unitary.
Proof. The proof is similar to the previous one. We assume that f is not unitary and so there exists a fixed point in im. f /. Choose one of these fixed points and call it f .x 0 /. Now define : Y 3 Y by .y/ h 8 < :
It is left to the reader to see that satisfies the required properties. The only point worth noting is that if yu T P im. f / and yuU 
: : :
We apply to the left hand equations to get
But .y 1 / P im. f / and so .y 2 / P im. f /. Continuing in this way we see that this new scheme is actually over im. f / and B and so
as required. 
Now because of the minimality of the scheme, y n T P im. f / and so since f is E-unitary we deduce that f .x H / is a fixed point in Y and hence the following is a U scheme over Y and B joining .y; .a// and . f .x H /; .a// as required
We therefore have a sequence of implications 
It is also easy to verify 
Y torsion free. If f is weakly stable then f is c-unitary.
With the possible exceptions of weakly stable A stable, E-unitary A pure and E-unitary A quasi-unitary, there are no other possible implications between these properties as will be shown later in this section.
Let U be a submonoid of a monoid S. Hall [3] (using the language of representations rather than acts), defined U to have the orbit-preserving extension property in S if for all U acts X , there exists an S act Z with a unitary U monomorphism f : X 3 Z (see also [10] ). He proved [3, Theorem 27] , that if [U s S; T ] is an amalgam of monoids such that U has the orbit preserving extension property in S and T then the amalgam is strongly embeddable and U has the orbit-preserving extension property in S £ U T .
Recall [10] , that a monoid U is said to have the extension property in a containing monoid S if for all right U acts X and all left U acts Y the canonical morphism X U Y 3 X U S U Y is one to one. The following is not too hard to prove
Theorem 4.6 Let U be a submonoid of a monoid S. Then U has the extension property in S if and only if for every right U act X there exists a right S act Z
and a right pure U monomorphism f : X 3 Z . Proof. If U has the extension property in S then X h X U U 3 X U S U U h X U S is one to one. It is clear then that it is a right pure monomorphism.
Conversely, if X is any right U act and Y any left U act then there exists a right S act Z and a right pure U monomorphism f : X 3 Z . Define
:
v v n n n n n n n n n n n n Z U Y commutes. The result then follows on noting that the vertical map is one to one. 
Corollary 4.9 For any monoid U and any u P U , the inclusion uU 3 U is quasi-unitary if and only if u is regular.
We then easily deduce the following Proof. There exists e P J uU with u h eu and since u is not regular then e P J from which it follows that u P U .
We then deduce the following result (which also follows from Corollary 3.11) 
Let J be a right ideal of a monoid U . We shall say that J 3 U is strongly connected if for all x; y P J , there exists a sequence of equalities over J (as a 
: : : Conversely, we see from the proof of Lemma 4.14 that we need only show that xu is strongly connected to yv for any u; v P U . But if z h xu 0 h yv 0 is such that z.x; y/x then xu h x:u; x:u 0 h y:v 0 ; y:v h yv and so J 3 U is strongly connected.
Corollary 4.16 Let J be a right ideal of a monoid U . Then J 3 U is strongly
connected if for all x; y P J; xU yU 3 U is strongly connected. Proof. Let x; y P J and note that x is strongly connected to y in xU yU and so in J . Hence J 3 U is strongly connected.
Corollary 4.17 Let U be a monoid. Then J 3 U is strongly connected for all right ideals J of U if and only if for all x; y P U there exists z P xU yU such that z.x; y/x.

From Corollary 3.11 we see that
Corollary 4.18 If J is a finitely generated right ideal of a monoid U such that J 3 U is pure then J is generated by regular elements.
Notice that in general stable T A pure since if U is regular then J 3 U is stable for all right ideals J of U but not every regular monoid if left absolutely weakly flat. Also if U is inverse then U is left absolutely flat and so J 3 U is pure for all right ideals J of U but since not every right ideal of U is principal it follows that in general pure T A quasi-unitary.
It would be of interest to have a useful description of J 3 U being c-unitary.
Certainly, if it is and if J is a proper right ideal of U then J cannot contain any right cancellative elements. Moreover, if J contains all the non right cancellative elements of U then J 3 U is c-unitary as is the case if J consists entirely of regular elements or even if for every j P J there exists k P J; u P U with k regular and j h ku. However, at the moment we do not even have a satisfactory characterisation of uU 3 U to be c-unitary.
As a summary, notice that we have 
Lemma 4.20 Suppose that f : X 3 Y is a right U monomorphism and consider the pushout diagram (1). Then is E-unitary (resp P-unitary, c-unitary, unitary) if and only if f is.
Proof. We prove only the E-unitary case, the others being similar. In this section, will denote a right U congruence on U so that U= is a cyclic right U act. Note that in general, if X is a subact of U= then X need not be cyclic but X will consist of classes, [u] for some u P U . Let J h fu P U : [u] P X g and note that J is a right ideal of U . Clearly X $ h J= .j J ¢J / which we shall write as simply J= for brevity. Conversely, if J is any right ideal of U then J= is a subact of U=.
Theorem 3.7 can be generalised in the following way. Proof.
(1) Since .J= 3 U=; U u 3 U / is stable and since [u] h
.a/ in U= B. Then we have a U scheme over U= and
.a/ in U= B as required. Notice that this scheme is in fact over J= and B.
In particular, if we take J h uU and if J= 3 U= is weakly stable then there exists w P U with uuwu.
Corollary 5.2 If is both a right and left U congruence on U then J= 3
U= is stable if and only if it is weakly stable. Proof. Suppose that x; x H P X so that f .x/ $ f .x H / in Y . Then we have a system of equation f .x/ h y 1 u 1 ; y 1 v 1 h y 2 u 2 ; : : : ; y n u n h f .x H / in Y . But then f .x/ z h f .x H / z in Y 2 where 2 h fzg is the one element left U act. Hence x z h x H z in X 2 and so x $ x H in X and so X is indecomposable. 
If Y is indecomposable (resp. locally cyclic) then f splits if and only if f is quasi-unitary. In which case, X is also indecomposable (resp. locally cyclic).
Proof. We prove the locally cyclic case, the other being similar. If f splits then f is quasi-unitary. Conversely, if f is quasi-unitary with associated map : Y 3 Y then for all x P X; y P Y there exists y H P Y; u 1 ; u 2 P U with f .x/ h y H u 1 ; y h y H u 2 . Then .y H / P im. f / and so .y/ P im. f /. Hence im./ im. f / and the result follows. 
Since f is E-unitary then y H h f .x HH / for some x HH P X and so y P im. f /. This is a contradiction and so jXj h 1. 
P is torsion free if and only if Y is torsion free and f is c-unitary.
2. P satisfies condition .P/ if and only if Y satisfies condition .P/ and f is unitary. 6. Similar to the projective case.
P satisfies condition .E/ if and only if Y satisfies condition .E/.
P is strongly flat if and only if Y is strongly flat and f is unitary.
P is projective if and only if Y is projective and f is unitary.
P is free if and only if Y is free and f is unitary.
Proof.
(A) Since
If we use Rees quotients rather than pushouts we can deduce : Since Y = X is projective then it is strongly flat and so f is P-unitary. 12. Notice that X is isomorphic to a disjoint union of copies of U together with a single proper ideal containing only a left zero element of U . It is then straightforward to see that Y = X is free.
If Y= X is torsion free then f is c-unitary,
if Y is torsion free and if f is c-unitary then Y=
Y Ö Ö Y = X A G G G G B
Some consequences.
Many of the results in this section, in particular those concerning homological classification, are already known (see [8] ). We provide alternative proofs of some of these results using some of the previous work on stable and unitary morphisms. Proof. Suppose U is not right cancellative. Let J be the proper right ideal of U consisting of the non-right cancellative elements of U . Then the inclusion J 3 U is c-unitary and so since U is torsion free then the pushout A.J / satisfies condition .P/. This is impossible since then J 3 U would be unitary. Hence U is right cancellative.
Since the 1-element right U act is torsion free then it satisfies condition .P/ and so U is right reversible. Proof. (A) Suppose that J is a proper right ideal of U such that J 3 U is c-unitary. Note that U cannot be right cancellative as J 3 U cannot be unitary and so U is 0-cancellative. But if jJj > 1 then there exists a right cancellative u P J with 1:u P J and so by the c-unitary property it follows that J h U , a contradiction.
(@) Suppose that U is not right cancellative and let J be the proper right ideal of U consisting of the non-right cancellative elements of U . Then J 3 U is c-unitary and so jJj h 1 from which it easily follows that U is 0-cancellative. 
